
  

- Thank you, Jackie, I’m just going to ask how many people in the room were in the last session? 

Oh, my gosh, we've got a lot of people there. All right, I’m going to do a little bit just to orient 

the people that weren't here so I’ll try to make sure that I don't cover exactly what--I think 

there's one or two things here that are like the last session, but you know that's reinforcement I 

guess. We'll consider it that way.  
 

 

So thank you all for inviting me to this conference and as Jackie said I worked in Pennsylvania 

for 27 years before I went to Washington and as I told the group in the last session everything 

that I learned about leading the IDEA partnership which was an affiliation of 50 national 

organizations over 16 years, working together on the things that we cared about. Everything 

that I learned about leading a group like that I learned from my work at Shikellamy, because at 

Shikellamy I was the director of special ed, dropout prevention, alternative school, and an 

elementary principal all at the same time.  
 

 

And so some of you in the districts across Pennsylvania have similar kind of responsibilities. 

Now certainly at that time I did not think that this was a learning experience. I didn't see it as a 

learning experience, but I know now that it is really the only thing that prepared me to lead 

groups that had very diverse opinions, that had different stakes in some of the issues that we 

were exploring, and that really needed to come together to really make progress and practice 

for the people at the local level. So that was the foundation for everything that you're going to 

see today.  
 

 

The idea that I brought with me to this work is that there's a lot of knowledge at the practice 

level, and at the family level that is often not appreciated, recognized, or included in some of 

the decisions that we make. So what I'm going to share with you today is about adaptive 

leadership. It’s about the human side of change, and I'm going to acknowledge right off the bat 

that absolutely we have to have the technical side. We have to have the--I don't know what 

that was, Jackie, but--oh, okay. I'll try to keep my hands away from the mouse.  
 

 

We absolutely have to have the technical side of change. We have to have evidence-based 

practices. We need to know that there's validity in some of the things that we're doing, but it is 

never enough to just think that by giving people information, by giving them practice in what to 

do, if we don't address the human need for change, the human need for security and safety in 

times of change, the inter-personal dynamics in the situation where we're expecting people to 

put this knowledge into play. If we don't bring that into our plans we are going to keep 

reinventing these persistent attempts to deal with persistent problems.  



 

 

And what I'm suggesting to you today is that focusing on the human side, building adaptive 

leadership skills will allow us to deal with things that all the evidence-based practices that we 

know, respect, love, utilize cannot get to. And so I hope that for those of you that were here in 

the last session, thanks for coming back, that's great. And for those of you that are here for the 

first time the activities that we did in the first session are completely applicable to this one, but 

I didn’t want them to be exactly the same.  
 

 

So if you go on the app and you look for the session on Leading By Convening: The Human Side 

of Change you're going to see a whole other set of activities that you can use, and the offer that 

I made to Victor and some of the others here that are working from the state agency is it was a 

really good response in the last session to this idea of learning together about the human side 

of change and I am willing--as long as you're interested in learning about this I will make the 

time for webinars, for just some sessions where we solve problems together. It can advise you 

on what tools to use, a couple people came up after the last session to talk about I'm thinking 

that this might work in this session, in this situation what do you think? That's the kind of thing 

maybe we can do, just a pick-up. If you're interested in it let's see what we can do as a follow-

up to this work.  
 

 

But let me move on and give you some of this now because we only have an hour and it's a lot 

to cover. I had the Leading by Convening books and they ran out in the last session. People 

took--I was trying to save half of them for this session but people saw the boxes so what I'm 

going to do is send a bunch more to the PaTTAN offices and you can get them there, okay? So 

I'll send a couple more to each PaTTAN office, whichever PaTTAN office you work with if you 

want to call there and get these books that would be great.  
 

 

Now inside this is a collection of all the tools from these 50 national organizations, what they 

did together over 16 years. So every tool in here is something that we used in a particular state 

or a particular district to address a persistent problem on the human side. So these are all 

tested by actually doing this work with real people, okay?  
 

 

And when you get the book it has printed copies of all the tools, but in the back there's a little 

USB. Now this may not look like a USB but it is. I call it Leading by Convening to go if I can ever 

get it out of here. It looks just like the book so you won't mix it up with anything else, and the 

little USB just flips up out of it. All the entire book and all the tools are in there so that you don't 

need the internet to access it. You can download everything that's in this book from the 



internet, so if you don't have a book you're not mixing anything. It's like the extra, added 

attraction right? And the Leading by Convening to go is in the back cover which you can take it 

and have access to everything without using the internet.  
 

 

So I talked to you about this, and when I say 50 organizations I want you to think about the 

organizations that I'm talking about. We brought together decision makers which would be like 

the Council of Chief State School Officers, the Mental Health Commissioners groups like that 

right? We brought administrators, Superintendents Association, elementary principals, 

secondary principals, we brought practitioners, AOTA, ASHS, NEA, AFT, and we brought all the 

family centers. Now over 16 years they developed the tools that I'm going to share with you 

today and the ones that are in that book.  
 

 

As I told the first session, just predictably when you start working together we have differences 

of opinions. And an issue is seen differently by a special ed teacher than it is by a building 

principal, or a superintendent, or a parent. So we had to spend a lot of time coming to the 

realization that we really had some things that we were in agreement on. We just didn’t know 

each other well enough to recognize that we had agreement on these things and sometimes 

our language and the way we talked about it kept us from understanding that we really had 

these connections and were together on some of these issues.  
 

 

So that's what this book is about. It's about building allies, it's about interaction that is frequent 

enough so that people can actually build this relationship. It's about meeting people where they 

are. We have a tendency to feel that because we've invited people and they weren't able to 

contribute that somehow they weren't interested. What we don't realize is that we really have 

to meet people where they are. In other words, understand what their level of prior knowledge 

is, how much their prior experiences are contributing to their ability to contribute.  
 

 

Example I gave the last group was in 2006 we started working on what was then Response to 

Intervention and we brought in all the big researchers, and Department of Ed was there, all 

these national organizations and the researchers and the Department started talking at the 

level that they thought in their mind was the beginning, and at the end of that session the 

organization said our members do not have that level of prior knowledge. If that's where you're 

starting, you're starting at a place that people do not have a comfort level. So you're on shaky 

ground right from the start, right?  
 

 



So this illustrates this point I’m trying to make in terms of meeting people where they are. How 

many times you're in that situation, whether you're at the state level at the IU, a local school 

district or if you're a family member. We make some assumptions about where people are in 

these issues and one of the first things that we want to do in terms of this idea of Leading by 

Convening people is to acknowledge that we probably don't know what everybody's bringing to 

that effort and finding that out is one of the most important things.  
 

 

So the first thing that we want to talk about is this idea that the difference between this 

technical and adaptive challenge is that when we're talking about a technical challenge we're 

talking about expert knowledge, evidence-based practices, checklists, manuals, protocols right? 

If we're talking about the adaptive side of this work we're talking about influencers and 

connectors. Who do people at the local level go to? Who do they pay attention to? And when 

this person is open to something they're a little bit more open to it, right? We're talking about 

influencers and connectors. We're talking about some common principles for how we're going 

to engage. We're talking about communication, understanding, agreement, and a willingness to 

make the change.  
 

 

It is very different than just going at a problem through the technical side. Now that was 

interesting. I'll have to just stop there and say about three years ago I had an undergraduate 

intern, and he loved doing stuff like that. So apparently I copied that slide from one of those 

presentations. I’m always surprised because then I can see--when I see something like that I 

know Clem was at that one.  
 

 

So anyway, so one of the things that we know is that this idea of leadership presents certain 

problems, and for leaders we have not only to know that content information, right? And the 

idea of database decision making. Well in this environment more than ever it requires that we 

really think about these adaptive skills, these human skills, the adaptive leadership and how to 

build it in as part of your strategy.  
 

 

Now I often talk about this idea of leaders and in the last session we talked about where are 

those leaders? Well there are leaders at the state level, at the regional level, the IUs. How many 

people here work for the state? A couple people. How about the IUs? More, okay. How about 

school districts? How about families? Okay, so we're pretty well distributed, but what we really 

often don't think about is that the systems exist at every one of those levels.  
 

 



You can have something that is promoted by the state and in one IU and another IU they're 

talking about it differently. I mean you always see some common elements but what's 

happening there is not the same. You can do the same thing with school districts, and you 

certainly have that when you get down to teachers, and parents. You have the same content 

can be interpreted wildly differently, right?  
 

 

So one of the things that we really want to think about is this idea that a leader at any one of 

those levels cannot lead if the people that they're trying to lead don't agree to go. And this is a 

foundational principle of this idea of adaptive leadership. That the fact that you're a leader and 

the fact that you have authority does not guarantee that people are going to make the change. 

If it did we would not have any problems today. So the idea here is that leaders, you've got to 

understand that if the stakeholders don't go you're not going to make your goals.  
 

 

And so that's a foundational piece, but the opposite of that is true too. For a stakeholder, you 

cannot possibly get your needs met whether you're a parent, a teacher, an IU; you're trying to 

influence the state. You can't possible get your goals met if that leader will not go with you.  
 

 

So it's a co-dependent kind of relationship. It's an inter-connection that we're trying to create 

here, and we like to call it an ally relationship. An ally relationship. And an ally is somebody that 

it’s more than just somebody that you're in a collaboration with. If they're an ally they're 

looking out for you, you're looking out for them.  
 

 

When you enter a situation you're thinking about what does it mean for me? How are my allies 

going to feel about that? It’s an automatic kind of relationship. Now that doesn't come without 

work, and these tools are meant to try to help you build that. Not like the first time you use the 

tool you're going to get there, but over time we can start to create the idea and the impression, 

and the understanding that that's where we want to go.  
 

 

Continuously moving toward greater engagement, more authentic ways of involving the people 

that actually have to make the change, and recognizing that they have something to add. That if 

we don't involve them we'll be incomplete. So you have on the app--and you can see it here--

now in the last group what I wanted to do was to start to say these are some of our grounding 

assumptions on stakeholder engagement, and I know we had a good number of people in the 

room that were in the last session so we won't go through it in quite the same way as we did 

last time, but I want you to take a look at this and I want you to think about how much you 

agree with this sort of unfolding idea that you can't get there unless you're allies in this work. 



And maybe you can get there for a short period of time, but you can't sustain it unless you're 

allies in this work.  
 

 

We get that recurring I’ve seen this before, this too will pass. Everybody has had that 

experience. This, if we really think about these, what underlies our beliefs about these systems? 

These are some of the things that we really want to think about. The idea that systems are 

made up of people and those relationships are really important to the change process right?  
 

 

Now I'm just going to start with that one because if you don't agree with that one you're 

probably not going to like anything else I say today. How's that one, do you believe that? That 

relationships are central to the change process?  
 

 

Okay, so we have that agreement. Now think about this as we kind of go down to this idea that 

the deeper the feelings of trust and respect the more willing people are to create a shared 

vision. The stronger the sense of that shared vision the more robust the ownership of the 

outcomes. The more robust the ownership, the greater their willingness to take risks, maybe 

stand up for an idea when it's unpopular in their district, or their IU, or their building, right? 

People don't do that if they don't know somebody's got their back, if there's not a relationship. 

So when we want to tackle these hard issues, the idea of bringing in the human side of this 

work is even more important.  
 

 

The more solid that commitment the more sustainable the change. Now you know that idea. 

The idea that when a change depends only on the leader and the leader leaves, and you got the 

reset, everything's back where it used to be. If you really are sharing this work, that work goes 

on. And one of the best examples I gave in the last group and I just think I have to share it with 

this group to is the Pennsylvania Community of Practice on Transition and Behavioral Health. 

One started in 2002, one started in 2004.  
 

 

Now that leadership has changed over time, but those communities sustain. The work that you 

see out there in the districts in terms of PBIS and transition is directed, is co-created by a 

community of partners that cover all those rules in all these parts of the state. And so there was 

a time when the people that first created that--many of you probably know Ellen Romet or Joan 

Kester who really kind of forged that partnership in the beginning thought that because they 

both left in the same year, both retired in the same year or went to other roles in the same year 

that, that work was going to fall apart. And that work did not fall apart because they shared the 

leadership. They not only shared the leadership, they had enough trust to share their funding 



and to mix the educational outcomes and the VR outcomes into their work. They made this into 

the system and it was based on understanding what they had to share and building the 

relationship of trust between them.  
 

 

So that, a lot of what I talk about is full of Pennsylvania examples because there have been 

people in Pennsylvania that have been willing to kind of pioneer this right from the start, and 

I’m hopeful that with the attendance we have here today we have a whole other crop of people 

that want to learn about and think about these tools. So I better shut up and start getting to 

those tools, shouldn't I?  
 

 

So the first thing is I want to show you we're talking a lot about understanding where people 

are. This tool is probably one of the--oh, I didn’t do this right. Exit out of the PowerPoint, 

thanks. Okay, and I'm going down to where, Jackie? I'm sorry, Jackie was very specific on how 

to do this and...I'm going to have to ask her to help me more directly, Jackie.  
 

 

- And which one is it, this one?  
 

 

- That one yeah, that's good. Okay, so now you have this on the app, totally downloadable from 

the NCSI website, and it is a set of tools to help you create these grounding assumptions. Not 

one of them is already done, and it is...it's in the...was it moving? Yeah. Let's see.  
 

 

Okay, this one is actually created for state agencies and it's a set of assumptions that were 

created by people from states, from stakeholder groups, from technical assistance centers and 

it was all about this change in the state agency all right? The idea that a state agency could 

really change the way it works. Now most of these if you wanted to create something that you 

could give to people and then surface their assumptions you see, you would have people read 

that and then they put which ones would you and your colleagues most agree with and least 

agree with, and then I’ll show you how you start to process that.  
 

 

So this is one that's already done. It's written in the context of a state agency. You can 

customize that, you can make it about a local agency; you could make it about a school district 

okay? This one is written for the state agency. So let me show you one of the others, but you 

can also create your own grounding assumptions with this one which is a customizable activity 

where--and all the instructions are there--I did this one, I'm going to tell you an example from 

Michigan.  
 



 

I don't know what I did here, Jackie. Oh, there that's what I did.  
 

 

Okay, so I'm going to tell you an example from Michigan. I did this with 100 local directors of 

special ed in Michigan, and they had an initiative that they were--was really about--they called 

reinventing special education. In other words really thinking about the relationship between 

general ed and special ed. And so we did this activity. We surfaced their grounding assumptions 

about the relationship between special and general ed. And so here's how you do that and all 

the instructions are here.  
 

 

You have the people at the table and you give them the content that you're talking about 

whether it's the relationship between special and general ed, the relationship between schools 

and families, a specific issue on the applicability of PBIS to the issues in your district. Whatever 

that issue is, you state it succinctly, and then you ask people to surface what are your 

assumptions about that? What do you believe about that? And every table has to...create at 

least 5, and then they have to rank the top 3, right? And then you start--put a Word document 

on the screen and you start going around.  
 

 

First table gives their number 1, type it up, put it on the screen. Second table gives their 

number 1. By the time you get to about the third table you start to realize that people are 

telling you we had that as our number 1. That's your first insight, that's a big issue. If already by 

halfway around the room tables are issuing something as their number one. So you keep going 

around, you get all the number 1s, you get all the number 2s, you're talking about it in between 

briefly, you get all the number 3s, you have a list probably 15 of them, right?  
 

 

Then you use this tool where you create the...I wish that these were separate things but they're 

all on one document. So then you start to record which ones have the greatest and the least 

support. So at the tables you have them go through that list that's not on the screen. There's a 

little tally sheet in there red and green and you indicate which ones you believe that you and 

your colleagues have the most support for and the least support for. You have a flip chart at the 

front of the room. You start letting people--you say okay, let's do the ones that have the most 

agreement and the tables come up and mark in green the ones where there's the most 

agreement.  
 

 

So you get something like this, okay? So then you're starting to talk about a little bit the idea 

that oh, look at number 3. That's got a pretty good number of people that agree. Look at 



number 8. So what is it about 3 and 8 that most people agree with right? You start to surface 

this. Then why is it that there's only one on 14? What is it about 14 that it is both identified as a 

high agreement, but not in a lot of cases?  
 

 

So as you start to have this conversation a lot of stuff comes out that really informs you about 

the situation that you're in. Then you do the same thing with the red, and then you have a chart 

that looks like this with both green and red. Then you start to debrief what does this mean? 

How could it be that number 11 is both the most agreed upon, and the least agreed upon? 

What is it about number 11 that makes it this situation?  
 

 

It seems like a simple tool, but honestly in doing this people tell you what is really going on, and 

they do it in a way that's not pointing fingers. They do it in a way that isn't telling on somebody. 

You're surfacing this issue that they know about in the field that you can't possibly know about 

in the same way from another level.  
 

 

So for those of you that are in leadership positions I would encourage you to try this. What 

happened when they did this in Michigan? Some of the people that were local directors did it 

with their staff. One person did it with their staff and here's what the staff said.  
 

 

They said this is the first time we actually talked about our profession. Most times when we 

meet we're just learning how to do something. This is the first time we actually talked about 

our profession, right?  
 

 

Another leader took it to the state CEC convention and did it with a group of all kinds of 

stakeholders that were at the CEC convention and his comment was what I learned was that 

when you're getting pushback stop and do grounding assumptions because there's something 

there that you're not recognizing that is the biggest stumbling block here, that people have a 

wall up to what you're saying and if you do these grounding assumptions they will tell you what 

that wall is.  
 

 

So I'm going to give the issue. It's totally downloadable. There is an instruction manual there, all 

the forms are there, the PowerPoint is there that you can use so that all these things are on a 

PowerPoint with presenter notes that you could actually use to do this activity. All you have to 

do is supply the issue, right? And I'm encouraging you to please try this one.  
 

 



We've always been oriented to try to use these grounding assumptions as a first step, but as I 

work with more and more states they realize how important it is to go back and find out what 

people agree on and don't agree on. that they don't have the same understanding about what 

people believe that people on the regional and the local level have, and it's an awareness that 

just like the partners that told the researchers on RTI they were starting at the wrong level, 

grounding assumptions let's you know where your level is to start, and it tells you right off the 

bat where your hot buttons are going to be. So it's a starting place that I would encourage you 

to really take a look at.  
 

 

Okay, so let me go back to the slide and...And find a slide, okay. All right, here's another one 

that I wanted to share with you, yeah...  
 

 

So for the people that were in the last session I’m just going to do a quick one on this one, but 

this is a slide that is around a critical piece of Leading by Convening and that is the difference 

between managing and engaging your stakeholders, right?  
 

 

Now if the slide before this--and you'll see it on your thing--is kind of a teeter totter. When one 

is up the other one is down, right? And a critical piece of being an adaptive leader is 

understanding when you're managing your stakeholders. And a critical piece of being a 

stakeholder is understanding when you're being engaged and how different that is from being 

managed, and to how you can help your leaders move toward this adaptive side by changing 

your own behavior as a stakeholder.  
 

 

So this tool was done--and I'm telling you this example because it's really got two pieces to it. 

The first is that this is an example of co-creation which is a core strategy. In many cases we 

think that we have to have it all done, it has to be all right before we can share it with anybody. 

And so you see a lot of situations where at the district level, the IU level, the state level it's a 

small group of people that create the training materials and they roll it out to a large group of 

people.  
 

 

What we're suggesting is that co-creation moves us closer to those deeper levels of 

engagement that we talked about on that slide and this is an example of that. So a key piece as 

I said is this idea of differentiating stakeholder management from stakeholder engagement. 

This tool...was simply an offer to a group of people--actually 800 people in the audience--and 

we could do a situation like this today.  
 

 



One of the things that our stakeholders have said is that the next infographic that they want to 

do is the difference between buy-in and engagement. How does buy-in differ from 

engagement? In their mind buy-in is sort of I want somebody to buy in to what I think. 

Engagement is we want to develop this together.  
 

 

So we could say right now who wants to participate in this activity of creating a Pennsylvania 

developed infographic on the difference between engagement and buy-in? And we would meet 

a couple of times over the phone, a few people from the group would lead that. We would 

make sure it wasn't all people that had titles. That there would be a diversity of people leading 

the group. And together you would create something that you'd see published by IUs, by the 

State agency.  
 

 

Now think about the difference there, and your willingness to be able to use that, your 

willingness to take that tool and actually use it in your networks than if you just got that from 

somebody. I mean it's a whole different feeling about that.  
 

 

So the idea for this tool is that it not only gives you a way to think about the differences in these 

two managements, what's the characteristics of somebody that is a manager and somebody 

that actually, truly tries to engage their stakeholders? But it's a practice of co-creation.  
 

 

So that's on your slide, and I’m going to--because so many people in the audience have heard 

me talk about that in the last session I'm just going to leave that, and if people want to spend 

more time on this idea of co-creation, or specifically how you can use this info graphic to create 

this discussion in your districts or your IU I'll be happy to hold a focused webinar conversation, 

web meeting where we can just interact on that, but I think I'm going to move on to this next 

tool.  
 

 

Now this tool was developed in New Hampshire. I was--we were trying to create these 

community of practice, Pennsylvania was the first state in the transition community of practice, 

New Hampshire was the second. And we were working with a group of superintendents 

because they seemed to hold the keys to actually changing practice, and these are the 

questions that those superintendents came up with. So if you had to use this tool there is the 

story behind it. It was a group of superintendents in New Hampshire focused on post-school 

outcomes that came up with these questions. And they said the answer to this question and 

actually any question that we have in our districts is this: four simple questions.  
 

 



Who cares about this, and why? Because the why is the most important reason. A lot of times 

we say who are the people that care about this? The why is the difference. Understanding that 

maybe they don't care about it for the same reason I do, okay? That's a key point in this tool.  
 

 

What work is already underway? And let me ask you about this one, how many times have you 

been in this situation? You're in a meeting, you're going to hear about this great new thing 

that's going to change education as we know it, and as you're sitting there listening you're 

saying does anybody know that I've been doing this for the last 5 years? You know that feeling, 

right? You know that feeling? How willing are you going to be to be an active participant in that 

new initiative huh? It's an automatic buy-in if we don't honor the work that came before.  
 

 

And so the second simple question is what work is already underway? Let people tell you what 

they think is connected to what you're trying to do, and honor that work. Even if you can't see 

right now how that work is connected, accept what they're telling you and you probably will 

learn over time how it's connected, right? So this idea of recognizing the work that's underway 

is the second important question but doing those two things is really not enough.  
 

 

It has to go on to what shared work would unite us? So what's the thing--the real thing we can 

do to change practice? What is it that we can do together that will unite us in practice change?  
 

 

And then the last question is how can we deepen our connections? And this is where you start 

talking about not just you come to my meeting and do a session, but you come to my meeting 

and we do a strand, and we find out which of my members care about this issue. And we start 

something that goes on after the meeting, we build this online communication from people all 

over the state, from my network and your network that care about this issue. And then we start 

bringing other people into it, and we decide what the issue is that we want to do together.  
 

 

That is what we're talking about here by deepening these connections, right? This is how you 

actually become allies and not just partners right? Because for a lot of the collaborations that 

we see it means I give you my logo and I pay part of the bill, right? It's not about actually doing 

work together.  
 

 

And so what we're trying to do here is change this idea that the work is iterative. You create an 

opportunity for people to do the work together, you listen to what they know about the issue, 

and you shape it in a way that you can use their connections to really influence practice. So I 



call this four simple questions works for everything. It doesn't matter what you want to use 

them for. I call it the little black dress of tools. It works for everything.  
 

 

If I want to talk about behavior, four simple questions. If I want to talk about individuals on the 

spectrum, four simple questions. If I want to talk about an issue in my family, four simple 

questions. These New Hampshire superintendents at the end of that workshop came up with 

this and honestly it has really stayed the test of time because a couple years ago I was doing a 

session for--they had a joint Federal meeting, 600 people in the room and they wanted me to of 

Leading by Convening. So I did this tool, and they had state teams from every state, 600 people 

in the room. And you can't believe that at those tables--well maybe you can believe it--at those 

tables there were people that honestly had never had this discussion before.  
 

 

State leaders from every state. Title 1, special ed, Title 3, school improvement that had never 

had these conversations. So--and actually that kind of turned into a whole initiative with the 

Title 1 directors on the adaptive side of working across these boundaries right?  
 

 

So this is what I call one of the classic tools. For an adaptive leader starting with grounding 

assumptions and 4 simple questions is really getting to know the way that your stakeholders 

feel about the issue. The next issue, the next tool I’m going to show you and again it's on your 

tool and it'll be in your book and on your USBs is called one way-two way learning.  
 

 

Just like we have to find the difference between stakeholder management and stakeholder 

engagement, we also have to learn the difference between learning that is one-way or two-

way. So when I say one-way learning what do you think of? Anybody want to share that? What 

do you think? Pardon?  
 

 

- Lecture.  
 

 

- Lecture, absolutely, absolutely. So we're giving you this idea that the information is one-way, 

it's from me to you, right? Two-way learning is really very different. It’s this idea that there's an 

exchange, that there's a number of activities. And what we try to do is to help you think about 

plotting these activities in four quadrants.  
 

 

So here's an example. A grant project in Georgia, come into the meeting I ask all the grants 

write down 10 things that you do with your stakeholders, bring it to the meeting. And this one 



district came in and they had 33 things that they do with their stakeholders and really they 

were kind of chomping at the bit. They couldn't wait to get to this activity because they really--

they were proud of what they did and they should've been. They did a lot of stuff.  
 

 

But then it came time to plot it in these quadrants, and these quadrants go like this. On one axis 

from or with, on the other axis formal or informal. So the most straightforward, formal activity 

would be that bottom left quadrant. That's like guidance documents and regulations, and just 

issuing things that people really need to think about. Information out. Even just straight 

information, sometimes depending on how formal it is a newsletter can really feel like a very 

formal document even though it's meant to be communication.  
 

 

So when they started putting these activities in these quadrants the school district that kind of 

fell because what they realized was even though they were working hard at family engagement, 

everything was one-way. There was very few things that were really with the stakeholders that 

actually if you kind of walk around these quadrants, if you move from that bottom left to the 

bottom right these are things that you would do with the stakeholders. They're still formal, 

they're still the kinds of things that you'd see a state agency or a local school district doing. 

There's just more participation right? But when you move to the top this is doing things a little 

differently, sharing leadership, letting some of the individuals that aren't people with titles help 

lead a piece of the work, doing things that allow people to really share their opinions, to take 

on part of the work.  
 

 

And then that last quadrant, this informal and from is when the agency whether it's the local 

school district, the state, the IU says back to its stakeholders this is what we learned from doing 

the work with you. If we didn’t do it with you we would've done this differently and it would 

not have been as good. So the work in that last quadrant is just as important as this more active 

work. It's actually the reinforcing message to your stakeholders that you're learning too. That 

they need to be a part of the leadership teams.  
 

 

So one of the things that one of the districts in that meeting said was that they were so taken 

back by the fact that they were working so hard at what they thought was engagement and 

really what they were doing was communication. It was extensive communication but it wasn’t 

engagement right? And so what they did was--and you might want to think about this trick--was 

they printed this slide out as a wall chart. You can take this to Kinkos and get it printed out 3'x4' 

straight from these slides. And they had it printed out as a wall chart, and every time that 

they're creating an activity they plot it on this chart first.  
 



 

And there's no right or wrong answer in terms of how many things you have to have. The idea is 

you don't want everything to be in one quadrant, you want a mix of activities, you know? 

You're aiming for a mix of activities, and if you do aim for that mix of activities over time your 

habits of interaction are going to change. It’s not like you have to say okay, I’m going to be an 

adaptive leader now. Let me just figure out what it is, let me be an adaptive leader. You’re 

changing these habits slowly, so it's a much more natural thing to be an adaptive leader.  
 

 

This one is really another one, this one and the four simple questions are really two tools that I 

think you would really be able to take just as they are and start using them because to us 

they're kind of the classics.  
 

 

So when we start thinking about participation...one of the things that we learned from the 

stakeholders was that participation really--we say participation like it's one thing. We talk about 

stakeholder engagement like it's one thing when really it's a lot of different things. And 

participation has a lot of different faces.  
 

 

First of all the range, like when you're really getting stakeholders to work is everybody there at 

the same kind of level of power? Or do you really have a mix of all those levels of scale so that 

when you're thinking about an activity it's informed by individuals that actually can tell you 

what it means from all those different levels? So this idea of the range, and this idea also of not 

just power differentials but the idea of actively inviting in the critics. That you can learn 

something from your critics that you can't learn from your partners, and that your effort to 

actually reach out to critics tells you a lot about what an adaptive leader has to do because you 

probably have a lot of critics that are just compliant, but underneath it all they're critics. So 

getting the vocal critics in there kind of tells you what the other people might be thinking and 

what they're going to do the first time you let up on any of these initiatives in more formal ways 

to keep that effort going.  
 

 

We see it over, and over, and over again that because an initiative has been installed in a place 

if anything changes--the funding, the leader--the initiative goes away. If you're really getting to 

a personal practice change you're going to find just like we had here in Pennsylvania when that 

transition community could not be funded anymore and the people left, people still find a way 

to come together around that issue. You will have support for that kind of belief because it is a 

personal level of change, and that only happens by working on the human side.  
 

 



So I want to show you a couple more tools. This one is...a tool called engaging everybody. Again 

it's on your app, and this is another one we used in that big group of the 600 people...because 

one of the things we tend to do is create a core team that drives the work, and actually there's 

a lot of literature about the role of a core team. We're encouraged to create core teams.  
 

 

But one of the things that we know is that it's not enough to create a core team, because you 

get this insider and outsider culture going right? Once people perceive an insider-outsider 

culture you've got a lot more to overcome than you did before you gave that impression. So 

this is one of those tools that we encourage, and I’m going to tell you how we use it.  
 

 

One of the ways you can use it as a team is to really go through and as you talked about the 

four simple questions you're identifying who cares about this and why? So as a team you can 

start to think about who do we need in the core team? But not just that, who do we need in 

that next ring, these key advisors? they're never going to be the do-bees but we better have 

them in there, and we better have them really feel like they're partners and willing to take this 

out into their work.  
 

 

So we call them key participants or key advisors, right? Then you have these extended 

participants. These are the people in their networks that you want them to engage because 

what does it mean if one elementary principal is on your--is on a statewide team or even an IU 

team? If that principal is willing to take the work into their networks and leverage their 

influence then you've got something. One principal is one principal, right? We see this all the 

time where we create great participant lists and you look at it and you can feel really good 

because all the right partners are there, but what do you have? You have a great participant 

list. If they don't move into that third circle that's all you have.  
 

 

the third circle is where you're going to make the depth of change because this is where you've 

got a core idea that's being developed, you have key advisors that are telling you how it fits 

with their partners and with their stakeholders, and then they actively take that work back into 

their network so that you've got influence and leverage because many people now are involved 

in your work. Many people feel connected to your work, even if you don't know them. They feel 

like they're a part of your work, and this is this idea of creating ways that many, many people 

can participate.  
 

 

The info graphic I showed you is a great way, creating stakeholder developed info graphics on 

any number of topics that are created by the stakeholders. If they create it, they know how to 



explain it. They will reach people that you can never reach, that you are never going to be able 

to reach and that you will never reach in the same way.  
 

 

So this idea of creating these roles for different kinds of groups, but as a leader to recognize 

that if you're not moving into that third circle, if you're not moving out of those first two you're 

doing the same old work we've always done. The new work is in those last two circles.  
 

 

The last circle is these dissemination networks. These are not people where this is big on their 

issue yet, or they don't have the connections to get connected, but if you can get into the 

communication networks and they see these topics coming up in a number of places, if they 

hear about them at their meetings, if they see about the issues that we care about in their 

newsletters every time that happens they're a little bit more open to getting involved in this.  
 

 

They're not going to come in cold. That third and fourth network, developing the range of 

people--large numbers of people that can do something to benefit what you want to do--

they’re not going to do the same work as the core team but they can do something to benefit 

what you're going to do and then leveraging that into these dissemination networks that 

people go to for information. Trying to get things into newsletters, and the daily news blasts 

that some of the organizations have, getting this stuff into parent trainings, having this stuff 

come up at conferences so that these topics are not new to them, right?  
 

 

So this idea of engaging everybody really goes back to this idea that we have to create active 

engagement. And I gave you a link to a rubric on this on your app, and I had some hardcopies 

here. One of the things that we wanted to do was to operationalize--and again this is all 

stakeholder developed, entirely written by stakeholders. If you look at the centerfold of this 

book--well that's a...  
 

 

So this centerfold is kind of unique. That's a--I could probably find different words for that. But 

this center fold is unique in that it's nothing but participants. These are stakeholders that did 

this work over time, and I’ll encourage you to take a look at how many of them are from 

Pennsylvania.  
 

 

So the idea here is that these rubrics specify--and you see that in that sort of dark red column 

there--what we call operational decisions. Because we think about stakeholder engagement like 

it's one thing: either you engage stakeholders or you don't. But that's not really how it is. There 



are behaviors--leadership behaviors that can make it more likely that people can be engaged, 

and we can improve on those behaviors.  
 

 

So this rubric has what we call operational decisions or look-fors. These are the things that you 

pay attention to when you’re trying to create active engagement, and then as you move across 

you see those depending levels from just telling people, to having a conversation with them, to 

actually doing work with them, and then doing it so often that it becomes the way you do your 

work.  
 

 

I'm just going to click through this one real quickly. Oh, I guess I’m not. What did I do, Jackie? 

Let me go back. Let me see. I only have a minute or two here, but I want to show you this one.  
 

 

Yeah, I'm in the PowerPoint. Oh, there it goes, okay it's opening. That's good. So let's see if--oh, 

it shows on the screen too. Ah, that's good. So let's take a look at this.  
 

 

So you can use those rubrics individually, but one of the things that we tried--oh, no it's not 

showing.  
 

 

- We're still seeing--  
 

 

- Okay...And I'm going to show you this because the reason I want to show you this is that it's a 

tool you can use now, but I want to tell you that--okay, so here's a rubric and you can do this in 

a couple ways.  
 

 

This is a...a grant in Georgia did this and they did the thing where they printed it out at UPS, and 

a 3'x4' and put it on the wall and they used little dots. So the first time they did it, here's what 

you get.  
 

 

So most of the stakeholders are feeling pretty--they're just learning about it. They don't really 

feel an active role. A few feel like they're being heard, right? And they take some data on that 

and percents because hopefully over time the stakeholders are going to--the numbers of 

stakeholders will improve. So here's their second time they measured it right? And you get a 

little bit, you know, it's moving a little bit. You're learning here that stakeholders are feeling a 

little bit more involved but still most of them are feeling like they're being heard but they're not 



really asked to do anything which is a key point: asking people to do something is different than 

just letting them be heard.  
 

 

So again it takes some data on that and here's your third one. So you can start to see how this is 

moving over time, right? And this is a highly visual way to do this at an in-person meeting, but 

it's not the only way to do it. You can also take what's in those cells and you can put it into a 

Survey Monkey and if anybody's interested we have some of those developed. We can just give 

you those Survey Monkey links.  
 

 

And so what you can do is then start to collect this data from your stakeholders. So you can 

probably do it in a--to a wider group of stakeholders because it doesn't depend on everybody 

being at one meeting. Well what's important about this is it starts to give you a picture of your 

operational decisions. And these operational decisions as we just said, these are the behaviors 

that you can change. So getting some data from your stakeholders on behaviors as a leader that 

you can change is really an important piece of that and you can get that one each behavior or 

you can get it over time by doing something in a Survey Monkey, right?  
 

 

So the reason I wanted to show you that one was that we're developing an online tool that will-

-that states and school districts will be able to use that they cannot just use these rubrics to 

create these surveys but they can edit these rubrics, they can create their own rubrics on 

different topics and they will have that--whoops, thank you.  
 

 

And they will have this as one piece of information that informs them on how they're doing 

from the stakeholder perspective of leading change. When we're leading change and we're 

putting a lot into it, it's hard for us to imagine that somebody else doesn't see it, and this way 

we're learning together about the ways that we can actually move closer together.  
 

 

So I know we're at the end of our time, and there's a ton of stuff on that, on the Leading by 

Convening...site on IDEAPartnership.org, click on Leading by Convening. There are 21 

embedded tools there that you can use and I’ll just reiterate the idea that if you want to 

organize some webinars, or web meetings, informal chats about any of these tools or any 

problems where you think these tools might help I am really anxious to do that with you. Thank 

you so much for inviting me. 
 


